A method based on the analysis of both the amplitude and phase of the photothermal deflection spectroscopy signal which enables one to locate surface states on the front or rear surface of semiconductor wafers and to measure their absorption. The procedure also allows the determination of the sample thermal conductivity.
INTRODUCTION
The study of surface and interface states in semiconductor material is of major interest for device technology application. Surface state optical absorption investigation have been performed in hydrogenated amorphous films (a:Si-H) by photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS), a highly sensitive nondestructive technique which has become a common tool for absorption study in both films and in bulk semiconductor material. The surface state absorption was measured by studying the PDS signal amplitude features which would not scale with the film thickness, ' and also by a detailed analysis of the modulations found in the signal amplitude versus wavelength spectra produced by light interference. ' In the latter case it was even possible to locate the position of the surface states (sample front surface or sample-substrate interface). This, however, may only be achieved in films and a large difference between the sample and the substrate refractive index values is required.
Surface state detection is also important in thick semiconductor samples, particularly in the ones used as substrates for stacked heterostructures inherent to optoelectronic device application. In this paper we present a method based on the analysis of both the PDS signal amplitude and phase which enables the location of the semiconductor wafer surface where surface states are present, and to measure their absorption. The analysis of the data also allows the determination of the sample thermal conductivity value.
II. EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
The PDS technique measures the light absorption induced heating of the sample. This is accomplished by shining I modulated monochromatized light onto the sample which is immersed in a transparent fluid. The absorbed radiation causes a thermal gradient in the fluid next to the sample surface and the absorptivity is measured by detecting the deflection of a probe laser beam grazing the sample surface. A compact PDS assembly3 with Ccl, as a deflecting medium was used in this experiment. The light source was a 1000-W Xe lamp dispersed a l/4 m monochromator with a bandwidth of 20 nm. The modulation frequency was 67 Hz. Measurements were performed on GaAs semi-insulating singlecrystalline bulk samples on some of whose surface states layers were artificially introduced on the sample front or rear surfaces by depositing a carbon black thin layer, by ground polishing, or by ion implantation. The theoretical model used to analyze the experimental data was the standard one4 which applies to a homogeneous sample for those samples where no surface state layers were present and the one which applies to a two layer sample, as described in Ref.
5, for those samples with surface states. The expression for the PDS signal S is in the case given by (1) where T, is the detector transducer factor, ( l/n,) (dn/dT) is the relative index of refraction change with the temperature of the deflecting medium, L is the interaction length, z, is the distance of the probe beam from the sample surface, and T(z) = T,e -qnZ is the ac temperature rise above the average temperature in the deflecting medium,
where oj=(l+i)aj, aj= j = 1,2,m,b; n = 1,2.
Subscripts 1,2, m, and b refer, respectively, to the sample top layer (the layer closest to the probe laser beam), the bottom layer, the backing material, and the deflecting medium.
B" are the optical absorption coefficients, 7, the efficiencies of nonradiative processes, Z, the thicknesses, pj the densities, cj the specific heats, k, the thermal conductivities, w is the modulation frequency in rad/s and I0 is the light source intensity.
The surface state on the sample front (rear) surface was simulated by considering in the model the top (bottom) layer as an absorbing thermally thin (al< 1) layer and the bottom (top) layer as the bulk sample.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PDS signal amplitude depends on the sample light absorption while the signal phase depends on the localization of the effective "center" of absorption within the sample. In the front surface illumination configuration,4 the further this center is from the sample front surface, the greater will be the signal phase lag (the smaller the phase value) with respect to a reference signal. From a careful analysis ofboth the signal amplitude and phase it is therefore possible to determine both absorption in the sample and the spatial localization of such an absorption.
The circles in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) show the relative signal amplitude and phase spectra, normalized to the respective values obtained in the spectral region where the samples is optically opaque, for a 500~pm-thick GaAs sample where no surface states were present. The amplitude is observed to decrease for photon energies smaller than the band gap and that is as the absorption coefficient gets progressively smaller. The phase, on the other hand, saturates to a practically constant value as the wavelength increases. In fact, after the sample optical absorption depth pfi = l/p becomes much greater than the sample thickness, the effective center of absorption cannot substantially vary its position any further and the phase reaches a constant value. The phase data alone would therefore be useful to calculate the bulk absorption coefficient only in the spectral region very close to the band edge. The sample absorption coefficient spectrum has thus been determined by fitting simultaneously at each wavelength point the theoretical estimates of the signal amplitude and phase (calculated from Eq. ( 1) by setting Z, = 0) with the corresponding experimental data. Before this can be done it is necessary to know the values for the sample thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density as shown in Eq. ( 1). The values of the density and of the specific heat for GaAs are quite well established (5.31-5.32 g cm -3 6,7 and 0.32-0.33 J/g -' K -', respectively,6*8 and do not depend strongly on the sample preparation conditions. o*oo800 I 900 1000 1100 1 1200 I 1300 t 1400 l! Regarding the thermal conductivity, quite a spread of values is reported in literature, 0.35,9 0.44," and 0.55 6 W cm -' K -'. One can, however, measure such a quantity from the phase data as follows. As stated earlier and shown in Fig. 1 (b) the phase becomes insensitive of the actual absorption coefficient value when the sample becomes optically thin (,uO %,I). This is also true when it becomes optically thick (,u~ <I). Therefore, provided the values for the sample density and specific heat are known, the difference between the phase value calculated in the spectral region where the sample is optically opaque and the one obtained where the sample is optically thin, A@, is only a function of the sample thermal conductivity. Figure 2 shows the A+ values calculated for our GaAs sample in the above-mentioned range of the sample thermal conductivity values (broken line) together with the experimental datum (circle). There is a weak dependence of A@ from the thermal conductivity value which cannot be determined with accuracy. Matters change substantially when one introduces a carbon black layer on the sample rear surface as also reported in Fig. 2 (continuous line and triangle). In such a case, in fact, as the sample bulk absorption becomes small, most of the light reaches the carbon layer and gets entirely absorbed. The effective center of light absorption then shifts substantially towards the sample rear surface. The Aa value correspondingly drastically increases with respect to the carbon black free sample and there is an increase in its sensitivity on the thermal conductivity value which can now be determined with a greater accuracy. A value of (0.44 -t 0.01) W cm-' K -' has been obtained for our sample. The amplitude and phase spectra for the carbon black free sample can now be simultaneously well fit with bulk absorption coefficient values due to a single layer as reported in Fig. 3 . The best-fit curves are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) .
Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) also show the full amplitude and phase spectra for GaAs samples, one with a rear surface (triangles) and one with a front surface (squares) carbon black films. As expected the front surface optically opaque layer cause both the amplitude and the phase to remain constant all over the spectrum. Regarding the rear surface layer sample, when the bulk material becomes optically thin and the light reaches the opaque rear surface film where it gets completely absorbed, both the signal amplitude and phase saturate at constant values. The theoretical curves superimposed on the experimental data in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) have been obtained with Eq. ( 1) using the bulk absorption coefficient values for one layer with a thermally thin and optically thick (PZ = 10) second layer alternatively as the top or bottom layers for the corresponding two cases. The good agreement of the theoretical results with the experimental data proves the reliability of the adopted model.
The squares in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) represent the amplitude and phase spectra for a 500;um-thick GaAs sample which has been ground polished on the rear surface down to a thickness of 350 pm. The ground polishing procedures introduces surface defects which cause an increase in absorption in the subgap spectral region. The phase lag in the spectral region where the bulk absorption is small with respect to the region where the sample is optically opaque is intermediate between the values of the surface states free sample and the one with a rear surface carbon film. This could only be accounted for with the presence of surface states located on the rear surface of the sample. A bulk with an unrealistic low value of the thermal conductivity would, in fact, account for the phase data but not for the ones of the amplitude which in such a case would have to be much smaller in value. Moreover, no successful fit of both the amplitude and phase spectra could be performed using, for the surface state layer, a constant absorption value all over the investigated spectral region. The best result, shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), was obtained with the absorption spectrum reported in Fig. 5 (filled squares). Since the thickness of the surface states layer produced by the ground polishing procedure is not known with accuracy, the layer values of /?l have been reported in Fig. 5 (circles) .
Finally, the circles in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) represent the amplitude and phase spectra for a 500~pm-thick GaAs sample with the front surface implanted with a dose of 5 X 10" cm-2 lOO-keV Si ions. This produces a 130 nm layer of heavily damaged crystalline material next to the sample surface which causes an increase of absorption in the subgap 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 Wavelength (nm) FIG. 5 . Absorption spectra of ground polished rear surface (filled squares) and ion implanted front surface (circles) obtained from best fits of data in Figs. 4(a) and4(b) . application may be most useful in heterostructures since a procedure similar to the one described in Ref. 2 may not be applicable in such samples because of the similarity between the refractive index values of the substrate and of the grown layer.
In conclusion, we have presented a method based on the analysis of both the amplitude and the phase of the photothermal deflection spectroscopic signal which enables surface states to be located on the front or rear surface of semiconductor wafers and to measure their absorption. The procedure also allows the determination of the sample thermal conductivity value. The method was successfully tested on samples on which surface states had been artificially introduced by carbon black deposition, by ground polishing or by ion implantation on one of the sample surfaces. spectral region. Once again the data can only be accounted for by the presence of an absorbing front surface layer. In particular regarding the phase data, the dip and the subsequent rise in the phase values can be explained as follows. As the bulk progressively gets more transparent the effective absorption center moves away from the sample front surface and the phase decreases with respect to the sample optically opaque spectral region. When the bulk gets optically transparent, it is mostly the front surface states which absorb the radiation and the absorption center moves again towards the sample front surface with a consequent increase in the phase. The best fit curves of the experimental data are also reported in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) while the surface states absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 (circles) .
The measurements in this experiment were performed on relatively thick samples and a frequency of only 67 Hz was sufficient to obtain an adequate resolution. Measurements can, however, be performed on thinner samples by working at larger values of the modulation frequency. Moreover, the method presented in this experiment is suitable to investigate even buried interface state layer absorption such as the ones which may be found in stacked heterostructures between the substrate and the grown layer provided a three absorbing layers sample model is developed with the intermediate layer acting as the interface states layer. This kind of
